Abstract-Deployment strategy is vital for efficiency in applications of wireless sensor network. Deploying wireless sensor network in vast area is very hard and time consuming job. In many applications there is also need to deploy sink other than wireless sensor nodes which sink deployment is another issue. In this paper, we use spanning tree for autonomous deploying wireless nodes and sinks. Deploying actor in this method is multi-robot system. In this method robots act as dispenser for wireless nodes. Using spanning tree as exploration algorithm helps robot to full coverage deployment of nodes. For analyzing the algorithm using multirobot a simulation test bed is developed with a parameterized environment with obstacle. The result shows performance of sensing coverage in different environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is common type of sensor that used in broad case of application. Concern on the supposed environment WSNs need set up in different parameters [1] . Coverage is important parameter for WSN which is described as two manner first is connectivity that described as communication range of a WSN and the second type of coverage is sensing coverage of WSN [2] . In some application we need full coverage in sensing or connectivity or both that need full coverage based on the WSN sensor range or radio transmitter range in the case of connectivity coverage. Deploying sink also is very challenging task. Sink is kind of nodes which are gathering nearby wireless nodes data and transmitted to the base station and nodes are normal WSN which is deployed in whole region. In wireless sensor network deployment we need a strategy for satisfying coverage in connectivity or sensing range [3] . As deploying can be very time consuming or dangerous job using autonomous robot for deployment is very beneficial. For reducing deployment time we can use multi robot system for deploying sensor. The issue is by using multi-robot system for deployment we need efficient path planning or exploration algorithms to find place for deploying nodes. The exploration algorithm should capable to select robot path and place for deploying nodes in same time. Spanning tree is exploration algorithm which is use in multi-robot system to map and localize an environment. In the proposed method the spanning tree algorithm is modified for deploying nodes and sinks.
II. RELATED WORK
Wireless sensor deployment is open area research in different type of elements for WSN system like sensor nodes deployment, sink deployment or beacon deployment. One key issue for all research is maximizing coverage and energy efficiency. Concern on nodes state we have two modes; one is static nodes that have permanent position and second is dynamic nodes that can change their position for satisfying system demand. In deployment research two strategies are mentioned one is random deployment its mean deploy nodes without any controlling option and the second is controlled deployment that concern on deploying nodes based on strategy and determining exact position for them.
For achieving the best pattern for deployment some optimization algorithm was used in research work. Liao [4] in his work used ant colony algorithm (ACO) for providing full coverage deployment in wireless sensor network. In this work, they consider life time based on the distance of nodes from sink. By using ACO algorithm life time is optimizing too. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is another evolutionary algorithm that used for full coverage deployment, Wu and Cho [5] in their work used PSO for optimizing energy efficiency in WSN by deploy them in the manner of consuming less energy during the communication also they maximize the coverage by PSO algorithm. They compared the PSO algorithm with Genetic algorithm (GA) for analyzing converge speed among wireless nodes and shows the PSO have is faster than GA.
In some cases we can redeployment WSNs after random deployment of them. This task can be done for improving the coverage or energy efficiency. Zou and Krishnendu [6] work on the redeployment problem based on virtual forces algorithm (VFA). Virtual force exert among wireless nodes for keeping them in maximum efficient distance. Illumination pattern also can be used instead of virtual force. In study done by Liao [7] glow swarm optimization algorithm used for optimizing coverage. He pretends each WSN as a luciferin. So each particle has range of glowing and they should be changing their position to reach a full 2014 IEEE International Conference on Control System, Computing and Engineering, 28 -30 November 2014, Penang, Malaysia 978-1-4799-5686-9/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEEcoverage of luminance. So if radios of transmitter range in a WSN changed with luminance we have a full coverage in networking. They also compare it with VFA and show the coverage rate can be better in some condition.
For increasing life time in WSN another method that was used is non-uniform deployment. Density of deployment on non-uniform model is based on the some networking and coverage criterion. Wu et al [8] works on movementassistance sensor positioning (MSP) based on integer programming for optimizing network life time along with minimizing moving distance. They get good result in comparison with uniform deployment algorithm.
Indeed as this work related to autonomous deployment with robots there is need to review works in robotics area. One of initial work on deployment of robot is work done by Batalin [9] is using last recently visited (LRV) method to deploy nodes by robot in this method robot ask the last deployed nodes to suggest the path for deploying the new nodes. This method is satisfy full coverage even in unknown environment but the problem is sometimes nodes cannot suggest the optimal path or even missed some place of nodes. Another work in this area is done by Chang et al [10] which is make spiral path in environment and deploy node in fixed distance which is related to sensing range. This algorithm can work only on structured environments. However the another work related to the path palling by multi robot system is M-STC algorithm proposed by Senthilkumar [11] which provide method based on spanning tree algorithm which is able to work on multi-robot system and unknown environment but the drawback of this algorithm is robots should start they path planning in different position of terrain.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this study we use spanning tree algorithm for deploying nodes and sink. As spanning tree method was used in terrain coverage by robots in exploration task. This work is using advantage of this method for deploying wireless sensor network. The important parameter that this method of deploying are relayed on that is the range of wireless signal which we can consider as range of sensor or other device that attached to the exploration robot for coverage tasks. 
A. Deploying sinks scheme
In some wireless sensor networks, sink nodes are used for hastening collecting data from sensor nodes. In this study, we propose a method for deploying sink first by a robot. As each sink should cover several sensor nodes so the range of coverage is higher than sensor nodes. When we use spanning tree for deploying nodes the final deployment is look like grid based method of deployment. If mobile relay used for collecting task the benefit of this method is obvious as the path for mobile relay determined very easily. Placement of sink based on the path that robot follow by their own spanning tree algorithm. For using spanning tree for deploying we should add transmitting range parameter to this algorithm. In this study we define a variable for the coverage range of a sink and added to other parameter that spanning tree use them for making a full coverage path. Robots are using spanning tree scheme to make a path due to some parameters and information. Laser range sensor that attached to the robot is a source of environment information that gives the position obstacles. In the theory spanning tree algorithm for terrain coverage does not need any positioning devices but in this study, we suppose that each robot equipped with GPS system for precise mapping. The important factor added to exploration algorithm for deploying sink in spanning tree method is range sink coverage. The robot realize whole environment that covered by each sink as explored region so robot avoid explore this region same as another area that explored before.
In this method robot find place for new sink base on distance from last placed sink. This distance can be defined by exact number in systems equipped with GPS and also can grasp based on received signal strength indication (RSSI) range when we have not position of last deployed sink. The distance range between two sinks can be have over lapping into their wireless transmitter range if we want have network between them or can be separate from each other. Figure 2 shows the path planning for a robot that has duty to deploy sink around the environment in Figure 2 the environment is a narrow opening environment. 
B. Deploying nodes scheme
Wireless sensor network with coverage concern need exact placement of nodes, so finding position for deploying wireless node is very crucial. Indeed the coverage issue can be defined as networking coverage and connectivity or also sensor range coverage. Sensor range coverage means that the range of sensor that cover the area and connectivity coverage mean the range of wireless transmitter that covered specified area. By using spanning tree algorithm deployment of nodes is a work like deploying sinks that described before but in deploying nodes the distance range is shorter than sinks. If for collecting data sink deployed before in the field; for deploying nodes robots should deploy them inside a covered area by sinks.
In deploying nodes with spanning tree algorithm three parameters will be concerned by robots that obligated for deploying nodes. The first parameter is the distance between nodes. As the strategy of deploying with spanning tree is kind of grid based deployment, the distance between nodes is described as square distance, its mean the same distance form nodes in grid deployment from four corner. The second parameter is covered areas by sinks and robots should deeply nodes inside these areas. Finally as the field is consist of obstacle and the area is unknown for robots so another task for robots is making path by avoiding obstacle. So the algorithm should be capable for deploying nodes in this environment and keep the maximum coverage be deploying nodes in optimal position outside the obstacles. In this work the proposed number of robot is five which is one for deploying sink and another four robots for deploying nodes are used. Figure 3 presents path planning by four robots that carry the nodes and deploy them around each sink based on spanning tree and proposed methods. The environment provided in Figure 3 is narrow opening environment. Figure 5 shows nodes and sinks deployment in narrow opening environment as shown in this figure there is hole between sinks coverage is appear because robots cannot place sinks in optimal position as obstacles in the terrain and robot should pass them but after passing those obstacles, robots deploy nodes in the different places base on their algorithm.
For analyzing performance of coverage this method has implemented in 4 different simulation environments that similar to previous works [6, 11] . These environments consist of free environment, narrow opening, 10 % obstacles and 30% obstacles. Figure 6 shows these environments. Figure 7 shows result of sink and nodes coverage in different environment these result based on square meter. Nodes coverage is usually higher than sink coverage this difference because they cover some point outside sink coverage. Indeed in Figure 8 we can see the coverage decrease when the environment has obstacle and if the occupied region by obstacle is increased the coverage is fall down especially in environment with 30% obstacle the difference is significant. Figure 8 is additional result for coverage performance is based on percentages as the optimal coverage for nodes is 100% so we can see how algorithm work in difference environment by comparison on the percentages of coverage. Deploying sinks and nodes are crucial in wireless sensor network, since some applications of WSN need to collect data through the sink along full coverage of nodes. In this work, a method is proposed for autonomous deployment of nodes and sinks along together with multi-robot system. Multi-robot system need less time for deployment compare to single robot system. For deploying sink a robot with spanning tree algorithm go through the region of interest and deploy the sinks then in the second step other robots as nodes carrier go in the field and dispatch the node in the range of deployed nodes. The result of simulation this model shows the algorithm can work in different unknown environment. For future work a strategy added to the algorithm for optimizing the coverage efficiency in deploying nodes to improve the efficiency of wireless sensor network.
